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introduction

The poems in this book were written and 
illustrated throughout a three year period. The 
beginning of this period was marked with many 
large, consequetive life events – I quit my 
full-time job, ended a long-term partnership, let 
go of many personal belongings (including my 
apartment), and left my hometown, family, and 
the community of people that I love. 

I began my journey with a one-way flight to 
Costa Rica, to volunteer on a farm at an 
eco-resort for one month. After that, I had no 
clear destination, timeline, or plan. However, 
I did have trust, curiousity, and an intention to 
listen to my heart for guidance. 

The three years that followed brought me 
into many unforseen adventures. I wandered 
through tropical jungles, beaches, high 
deserts, and temperate rainforests. I lived on 
small farms and in communities. I found 
shelter in places like the back of my pick-up 
truck, an airstream trailer, a log cabin insulated 
with moss, a tent, and most appealing, a 100 
sq. ft. hand-built home. I relied on my unique 
bundle of skills, knowledge, and experience 
to be of service in order to nourish myself and 
others. I began to feel a new level of freedom.



Today, when I reflect on that period, I 
understand it as the beginning of the 
never-ending journey that I’m currently on. It’s 
the journey of living from my head to my heart, 
and sharing my gifts with others along the way. 
My practices of writing and drawing are helpful 
for me on this journey. They give me the 
opportunity to quietly process and understand 
my emotions and life experience.

I am so excited to share this culmination of 
work with you. I hope you enjoy, and thank you 
so much for reading.
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sailinG trip

I’ve always wanted to sail
Across the great blue sea
To learn more about this beautiful world
And find some truth inside of me

So I built a ship
And it took years
I put in countless hours
Blood, sweat, and tears

I made the hull out of courage
And sewed the sails out of trust
Now my ship is finally ready to sail
So bon voyage and wish me luck
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six montHs

Imagine you had only 6 months to live
What would you make? 
What would you give?

Where would you go? 
What would you do?
Who would you say “I love you” to?

Who would you say “I’m sorry” to? 
What mistakes would you own?
What would you do with all of the stuff
That you’ve buried inside your home?

What decision would you finally make?
And what’s the action that would follow?
And what would you do to try and fill
The parts of you that feel hollow?

Now, I have one more question
Before I end this rhyme — 
What makes you so certain
That you even have that much time?
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Grounded in reality

I enjoy the illusions
That I’ve created in my mind
They keep me safe and comfortable
They help me pass the time
They make my life feel wonderful
And like nothing bad occurs
They fill my days 
With hearts and hugs
And puppies with soft fur

So, let me enjoy my illusions
And please, whatever you do
Don’t burden me with ridiculous things
Like telling me what is true
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meaninG

I’m searching for light
In the darkest of places
A familiar smile
In a sea of strange faces
Something of weight
Inside an empty bag
A fresh scented towel
In a pile of dirty rags

I’m searching for meaning
Something honest, and true
I’m just searching for something
That’s worth holding on to
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inevitaBle future

The thunderstorm sits in a cloud
The butterfly waits in a cocoon
Your wildest dreams 
Are like dandelion seeds
That will be sprouting up real soon
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american dream 

I’m relaxing in the backyard
Of the great American dream
And the only things that I can smell
Are dog poop and chlorine
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Greener Grass

What if the grass is greener
Just beyond those hills? 
I wonder what it looks like? 
I wonder how it feels? 

So I begin my search
Until the day I find
A patch of grass that seems to be
The greenest of all time

And there I stop and rest for a while
To enjoy its color and smell
Until I get bored and start to wonder —

What’s the grass like beyond that hill?
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BaBy steps 

This staircase is so big
That I can hardly see
If there’s anything worthwhile waiting for
Up at the top for me

I guess that doesn’t matter
Because I’ll know it when I get there
Right now the only thing that matters 
Is getting up the next stair
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today

Today was once only a dream
A dream I dreamt up in my head
And now I lie here
And can barely make clear
If I’m awake or still dreaming in bed
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do WHat you Want

I was lying in the grass
Drinking a spot of tea
When a fuzzy white caterpillar
Crawled up onto my knee

He said, “hello kind sir
Today is your lucky day!”

I thought to myself, “I can’t believe it
A talking caterpillar, there’s no way.”
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He said, “I know it might seem crazy —
A caterpillar that can talk —
But hear me out, for just one minute
Before you shrug me off
Because I have all the answers
To the questions in your mind
But you can only ask me two
And not one more
Because neither of us have much time.”

I was frozen in shock —
Though I sensed his hurry — 
So I asked my questions quick
They weren’t that great, but nonetheless
I thought they’d do the trick

“What should I do?
And, where should I go?
Because my future is so uncertain
I really just don’t know” 
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He said, “great questions, kind sir
Your answers come easy to me
Just do whatever you want
And go wherever you please 
But be good to yourself and others
And always do what’s right
That way you’ll be certain
That your future will always be bright”
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poWer

I wonder if I could change the world
With little more than a pen
Transform all evil into good
Bring peace to the hearts of men
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too mucH

Too many ideas
Not enough hours
Too much concrete
Not enough flowers
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secrets

Imagine putting all
Your secrets in a box
Then closing the lid
And securing a lock

Then hiding it under
Your queen-sized bed
Never to be seen
Or heard of again — 

Until many years later
When you’re old and gray
And you come to die
In your sleep one day

And the coroner comes
To take your body away
And your family hosts a funeral
On a cloudy Sunday
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Then one week later
They all arrive
In front of your home
To pack up the inside

They pack up your kitchen
Your living room too
Your bathroom, your garage
Then they go to your room

They stand next to your bed
And they fold up your sheets
Then they lift up your mattress
 And they look underneath

And they see a box
With a lock on the lid
And they wonder what
You could’ve possibly hid...
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noW

Call that person
Do that thing
Start that project
Buy that ring
Choose health
Choose life
Ditch your car
And ride your bike
Start believing in yourself
Give your love to someone else
Take some action
Write it down
Make good happen

Do it now!
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custom Built

I wanted to build my own bed
How difficult could it be? 
So I gathered up all the tools and materials
I thought that I would need —
A handsaw and a hammer 
Some plywood and some nails —
I thought, “if I just work slowly
And plan out each step
There’s no way that I could fail”
Then after a long day of work
I was finally done!
With my custom built bed, 5 feet in length — 
             but wait, I’m over 6 foot 1
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Be Kind 

This monster’s not a mean monster
If you give it the chance you’ll find
That this monster is just like you in a way 
Deep down, it wants to be kind

Because it has a big heart
It has a sweet soul
And it has a beautiful mind
It just hid these parts in the dark for years
But now they’re ready to shine

So please, don’t call it a monster
Because it only hurts it so
Please call it by only words of kindness
And watch as its kindness will grow
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uninspired

My car is out of gas
My bike tires are out of air
My dishes are dirty 
And piled up in the sink
And frankly, I don’t really care
My beard has grown down to my toes
While my toenails have doubled in length
I’m just not inspired 
To do much of anything
So I guess I’ll just sit here and wait
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not alone

I’m alone, I’m alone
I’m so very alone
It’s just me and my thoughts
Inside of my home

Outside there are trees
I hear animals too
There’s a sky full of stars
And a moon to gaze into

There are even other planets
And other galaxies I can’t see —

Never mind, I take it back
There’s a lot that’s here with me
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party 

There’s a party going on 
Outside on my street!
Thousands of people 
Are up on their feet!
They’re dancing and laughing
And clinking their drinks!
There’s a hot dog stand 
With hamburgers to eat!
There’s a marching band 
Wearing fancy dress!
Everyone’s reveling!
And yet, nonetheless —  

I’d rather sit here
Alone at my desk
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tHe Greedy ant

The ant went into the honey jar
To get himself a sip
Just 1 sip was all he wanted
Maybe 2, but no more, that’s it

He had 1 sip, then he had another
And then he had 3 more
It tasted so good that he had to have
Another sip — plus 4

Then just 1 more, then another 2
And by now he was feeling weighed down
Then on his 14th sip 
Was the moment he slipped
And fell into the jar and drowned
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rainBoW cHaser

“Hi, I’m Suzy, and I’m a rainbow chaser
Which means that every single day
I go in search of thundershowers 
And then I shoo the clouds away

I really do love my job
I think every day is fun
I’m proud of my work — chasing rainbows 
Although I’ve never caught a one

You see, rainbows are quite elusive
They’re really hard to get
The only time that I’ve come close one
Was when I wasn’t chasing it”
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craZy

To be crazy is not a bad thing —
A little bit is good for you —
But it’s a fine line 
And you’ll know when you’ve crossed it
If everybody’s staring at you
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in tHe darK

I poked myself in the eye with a stick
A bug crawled into my ear
I tripped on a rope 
At which point it broke — 
Then down came a chandelier!
I stubbed my toe on a jagged rock
I banged my head on a door
I scratched up my hands
My feet, and my arms
From crawling around on the floor

I’ve been fumbling, falling & flailing around
This room in the dark for some time
If somebody would please 
Just show me the light switch
I’d probably be just fine
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slumBer party

I’m hosting a slumber party —
I’m sorry, but you can’t come —
I invited the moon
So there’s not enough room
For you or anyone
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Wait 

It seems counter-productive
How could it be true?
Yet sometimes nothing
Is the best thing to do

If your heart tells you
To relax and just be
Then perhaps doing nothing
Is just what you need

All your to-dos and have-tos
Well, they can all wait
For you to slow down
Take time and appreciate

‘Cause when you move too fast
It makes it hard to see
Just what a blessing
This life really can be
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never endinG journey

He walked for days and days
Through a forest thick with trees
Until he finally came upon
The shoreline of the sea

And there he started building
A tiny sailboat
He only used wood from fallen trees
And prayed that it would float
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Then one day, he set sail
And he sailed across the sea
He sailed so far 
That when he looked around
There was no land that he could see

And then he started thinking
And questioning even more
“Why have I travelled so far from home?”
“What am I looking for?

Then the winds died down
And he started to drift —
He drifted calmly with the sea
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He drifted for days 
And days 
And days 
And days 
And days 
And days
And days
And days 
And days 
And days
And days
And days 
And days 
And days...
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WHo's drivinG?

Acknowledge your anger
Acknowledge your fear
Acknowledge your pain
That’s been with you for years

Acknowledge your guilt
Acknowledge your sadness
Acknowledge your hate
And your latent unhappiness

Acknowledge your emotions
Acknowledge what you feel
Because you’re riding in the car together
But one of them is at the wheel
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aWareness specialist

Hi, I’m an awareness specialist
You can call me Mr. Lee
I’d like to take a moment of your time
To share a little bit more about me 

The greatest gift that I have to offer
Is my ability to see
All of life’s tiniest details 
And intricate subtleties

Now, my services are costly —
They’re nowhere close to free —
But if you hire me for just one session 
I’ll show you things you’ve never seen
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itcHinG macHine

I once had an itch on my back
That I couldn’t scratch
And it bothered me for years
It was in a place I couldn’t reach
So relief was a feat
And my efforts often brought me to tears

I was exhausted by this
And filled with dread
So I finally stopped and used my head
To invent this itching machine!

It’s simple in design
Truly one-of-a-kind
It’ll make you feel fine
Only costs ten ninety nine
And it scratches an itch like a dream
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micropHone

Imagine there was
A microphone with a switch

That you could turn on
And speak into it

And when you did 
The world would stop
And all its creatures too

Their ears would perk up
They would close their eyes
All their attention would be on you

Imagine that you own
This microphone today

It’s turned on
And in your hands

Now, what are you going to say? 
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sunday cHores 

My hands are weak
My back is sore
I’m tired, so tired
From a long day of doing chores

I mopped the floors
I took out the trash
I paid the bills
I cleaned the lint trap
I dusted the shelves
I wiped down the mirrors
I did the laundry
I faced all my fears!

So now that my chores are finished
I finally feel like I’m free
Because without any fears
Left on my to-do list
There’s nothing that can stop me
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fruits

Imagine your mind
Is like an empty fruit bowl
And you get to choose
How to keep it healthy and full
So put in fruits
Of the freshest kind
Because you don’t want anything rotting out
The inside of your mind
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laBels

I don’t like to be labeled
Because it puts me in a box
So then when I try
To be someone different
People remind me that I’m not
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trapped in my Head

Help me! Please, help me!
I can’t get out of my head
I’m trapped in here from
The moment I wake up
Till the moment I go to bed

There’s no escape! There’s no way out!
There’s nothing that I can do!
It’s a terribly miserable fact indeed
And I’m ashamed to admit it but it’s true 

On second thought —

It’s actually quite nice
In fact, it’s a peaceful scene
Because in my head there’s no one else
Who can come in and bother me
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precious feelinGs 

I dreamt of all the things
That I would like to own
Shiny jewels, fancy clothes
A million dollar home
Fifteen cars, a private island
A jet plane and a yacht
I dreamt of all the luxuries 
In this world to be bought

Then one day I looked around me
At all the things I had
My dreams had all come true at last!
But I was really sad

And then I came to realize
That although they’re so appealing
What I wanted more than things
Were just peaceful and loving feelings
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peace

It’s peaceful here 
Inside my head
And you can’t take that away

You can try your best 
To give me your worst
But it doesn’t matter what you say

Because it’s peaceful here 
Inside my head
And you can’t take that away
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simple reQuest

Your thoughts become things
This statement is true
So please, refrain from negative thinking
For the sake of me and you
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liGHts

There are one million lights
Turned on in our city
And one million more up above 

And inside my body 
There is one tiny light
That grows bigger 
And brighter
With love
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tHe perfect peBBle

Miss Caroline was a gentle soul
Her hair was the color yellow
And every day she would walk the shore
In search of the perfect pebble

It had to be the perfect size
The perfect shape as well
The perfect color, weight, and feel
And even the perfect smell

For eighty years she picked up pebbles
Each day, one thousand or more
But she never found the perfect pebble
That she was searching for...

But wait!

There’s one more part to that story
I’m embarrassed I almost forgot it!

Throughout all those years
Miss Caroline searched
Well, the perfect pebble was in her pocket
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